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Fund balance refers to the difference between assets and liabilities in the City’s governmental funds 
balance sheet.  This information is one of the most widely used elements of State and local government 
financial statements.    Financial  statement  users  examine  fund  balance  information  to  identify  the 
available  liquid  resources  that  can  be  used  to  pay  down  unfunded  liabilities,  finance  capital 
improvements, or enhance the overall financial position of the City. 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of these policies is to provide guidance on maintaining reasonable levels of reserves in the 
City’s newly established Enterprise Fund.  The City of Pico Rivera recently approved establishment of a 
Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) energy procurement and provider program.  This CCA program 
is established through a hybrid joint powers authority agreement with California Choice Energy Authority 
(CCEA) and will be known as “Pico Rivera Innovative Municipal Energy” (PRIME). 

It is necessary to establish reserve policies separate from the City’s General Fund policies that address 
the specific and unique operational needs of the CCA.  These policies will also help guide current and 
future allocation levels to various reserve categories in the PRIME Enterprise Fund (fund 560), setting 
out specific target amounts based on estimates of the various reserve categories needed during the first 
three to five years of operation. 

It is understood that these policies will be revisited annually as part of the budget development process 
and will be updated accordingly.  In addition, it is understood that an entirely new set of policies could be 
developed and adopted once PRIME begins operating and operational needs dictate such. 

POLICY 

It is the policy of the City of Pico Rivera to identify the various classifications of the City’s governmental 
fund balances in its Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR).   These classifications take into 
consideration the City’s long-term infrastructure needs, non-current liabilities, funds necessary to mitigate 
economic uncertainties, funding that has spending constraints such as grants, and fixed assets that will 
not easily convert to cash.   These policies will also increase transparency by clearly designating 
appropriate  reserve  levels  and  categories  based  on  City  Council  direction  and  long-term  financial 
planning needs. 

The fund balance is a tool the City – and ultimately the PRIME Enterprise Fund – will use to have an 
effective long-term financial plan, as well as ensure sufficient liquidity to meet its financial obligations in 
the short-term. 

OBJECTIVES 

The City of Pico Rivera’s PRIME Reserve Policies have two primary objectives: 

1. To determine the available liquid resources; and 
2. To provide the information necessary to make informed financial decisions 

The fund balance classifications and reserve categories of the City’s PRIME fund are designed to clarify 
the extent to which certain amounts should be set aside during the first three to five years of the CCA’s 



 
 

 

operation in order to account for any potential changes in the energy market, unforeseen capital needs, or 
other expenses not anticipated with this new operation. 

It is expected that PRIME will be financially sustainable, and as such these policies will be updated in the 
near future once a pattern of fiscal year operations is available for analysis. 

OVERVIEW 

There are three categories of funds per generally accepted accounting principles: 

• Governmental Funds:  the General Fund, Special Revenue Funds (e.g., State Highway Users 
Tax), and Capital Projects Funds 
 

• Proprietary Funds: PRIME CCA Fund, Water Authority Enterprise Fund 
 

• Fiduciary Funds: Successor Agency (i.e., former Redevelopment Agency) 

The specific GASB 54 classifications only apply to Governmental Funds.   However, the City of Pico 
Rivera’s PRIME Reserve Policies will be guided by the intent of GASB 54 and will utilize similar language 
in denoting the reserve “buckets” described below and adopted per this policy. 

The fund balance is only an approximate measure of liquidity or working capital.   Therefore, it is 
necessary for the City to recognize how fund balance is constituted and isolates funds that are needed for 
longer-term obligations, discern what funds are restricted for specified purposes, and classify those funds 
that are not available at all.  To accomplish this goal, the City’s financial statements are comprised of five 
fund balance categories, as spelled out in GASB Statement No. 54: 

• Nonspendable Funds 
• Restricted Funds 
• Committed Funds 
• Assigned Funds 
• Unassigned Funds 

The PRIME reserve policies will utilize this nomenclature to denote the various reserves necessary for the 
successful operation of the CCA. 

NONSPENDABLE AND RESTRICTED FUND BALANCE 

The first two classifications are subject to requirements outside the local governing body’s control for 
financial decision making and planning purposes.  “Nonspendable” resources are essentially irrelevant 
because, by their nature, they are not liquid (i.e., land or similar non-cash assets).  “Restricted” resources 
are of no discretionary value given the restrictions placed upon them by a third-party outside of the City’s 
control (i.e., reserve funds required to be set aside by bond documents). 

Accordingly, this policy will just briefly describe these two classifications.  It is also understood that the 
functions of the PRIME CCA may render these categories (Nonspendable and Restricted) unnecessary. 
However, they are being included in order to provide the flexibility to utilize them should PRIME’s 
operations deem them necessary. 

Nonspendable Funds 

Some of the assets that are included in determining PRIME’s fund balance are inherently nonspendable: 



 
 

 

• Assets that will never convert to cash, such as prepaid items and inventories 
• Assets that will not convert to cash within sixty (60) days from the start of the fiscal year, such as 

long-term loans receivable, and non-financial assets held for resale 
• Assets that must be maintained intact pursuant to legal or contractual requirements, such as an 

endowment 

Restricted Funds 

Restricted funds describe the portion of the fund balance that is subject to externally enforceable legal 
restrictions, these restrictions fall into three (3) categories: 

i. Restrictions are imposed by parties altogether outside the scope of the City’s governance: 
 

a. Creditors (typically through a debt covenant) 
b. Grantors (typically State, Federal and other governmental agencies) 
c. Contributors 
d. Other governments 

 
ii. Restrictions that arise when the authorization to raise revenues is conditioned upon the 

revenue being used for a particular purpose 
 

iii. Long-term  loans  receivable  and  non-financial  assets  that  are  collected  can  also  be 
considered  Restricted  if  the  collected  funds  are  subject  to  an  externally  enforceable 
restriction on how they can be spent. 

Neither of these categories may be necessary nor will be utilized.  However, in order to promote prudent 
financial decisions, these categories are being included in the PRIME reserve policies should the need 
arise to utilize them given the unique nature of this CCA’s operations. 

Procedures  

This section provides a comprehensive protocol on what is deemed the unrestricted (or spendable) 
portion of the PRIME Enterprise Fund’s fund balance, and the order in which the classifications are spent.    

The  unrestricted  portion  of  the  fund  balance  is  comprised  of  PRIME’s  resources  classified  as 
“Committed,” “Assigned,” or “Unassigned.”  The reserve “buckets” established below are meant to set 
aside an accumulation of reserves that could be utilized in the event of rate changes, infrastructure needs 
or other uses.  It is understood that these reserve categories will be re-visited and adjusted as necessary 
as PRIME’s annual operations become more clear and predictable. 

These reserve policies are meant to address City Council’s desire to establish prudent financial plans that 
place PRIME on solid financial footing and allow this Enterprise function to respond to unforeseen capital 
and funding needs if necessary. 

UNRESTRICTED (SPENDABLE) FUND BALANCE 

It should be noted that, since PRIME is a new operation as of Fiscal Year 2017-18, revenue in the first 
few years of operation will be sufficient to fund on-going operations, but may not be sufficient to fully fund 
all of the commitments and assignments described below. The goal of this reserve policy is to establish 
specific reserve categories with funding goals that can be reasonably achieved and maintained during 
the first three to five years of operation.  



 
 

 

Funding Priorities (Waterfall) 

Each of the commitments and assignments will have funding goals expressed as a percentage of 
anticipated revenue.  There will be a hierarchy for funding each reserve category.  That is, once all on- 
going operational needs are met, any positive net position (i.e., surplus) will be committed as follows: 

• First to the Rate Stabilization reserve (commitment) until the twenty percent (20%) goal is met; 
• Second to the Research and Development reserve (commitment) until the fifteen percent (15%) 

goal is met; 
• Third to the Strategic Infrastructure Investment reserve (commitment) until the fifteen percent (15%) 

goal is met; 
• Fourth to the Cash Flow/Cash Advance reserve (assignment) until the ten percent (10%) goal is 

met; and 
• Fifth and finally to the Economic Uncertainty reserve (assignment) until the ten percent (10%) goal 

is met. 

This “waterfall” of positive net position will continue in each fiscal year until the minimum percentage 
funding goals are met.  Once each of the reserve categories has reached the stated percentage goals, 
any remaining positive net position will be classified as “unassigned.” 

Committed Funds 

Committed funds describe a portion of the fund balance that is constrained by limitations imposed by the 
Pico Rivera City Council.  The City Council imposed limitation must occur no later than the close of the 
reporting period (i.e., end of the fiscal year) and remains binding unless removed under the same 
manner.  A commitment is made by City Council adoption of a resolution that states the amount and 
purpose of the commitment.  This policy requires the commitment to be made as part of the annual 
budget adoption process (which typically occurs in June of each year). 

Rate Stabilization Reserve (Commitment) 

This reserve policy establishes a Commitment for Rate Stabilization equal to an 
amount  calculated  as  twenty  percent  (20%)  of  the  projects  annual  operating 
revenues of the Pico River Innovative Municipal Energy (PRIME) Enterprise Fund. 

PRIME is committed to offering competitive pricing to its customers.  However, the energy market, by its 
very nature, is volatile.  While rates will be set annually by the Pico Rivera City Council based on energy 
procurement costs and SCE rate forecasts, it is possible that external market forces may create 
fluctuations in energy procurement costs or SCE rates.  Still, the City is committed to providing stable and 
predictable energy pricing to its customers. Hence, it is necessary to establish a reserve that would allow 
PRIME to respond to potential higher energy procurement costs or SCE rate changes without having to 
raise rates outside of the regular, annual rate setting process. 

This commitment would be established to allow PRIME to pay for energy costs should they increase 
beyond the ability of the set rates to pay for the contracted energy costs. This reserve would only be utilized 
should PRIME’s regular rate revenue be insufficient to cover the costs of energy procurement.   Any such 
increases would then be addressed through the annual rate setting process, but this reserve would allow 
PRIME to continue providing energy at set and predictable rates. 

Research and Development Reserve (Commitment) 

This reserve policy establishes a Commitment for Research and Development equal 
to an amount calculated as fifteen percent (15%) of the projected annual operating 



 
 

 

revenues of the Pico Rivera Innovative Municipal Energy (PRIME) Enterprise Fund. 

Pico Rivera has long been at the forefront of creating new, sustainable approaches to modern living.  The 
City has been proactively promoting power alternatives, resource conservation and smart energy 
consumption of all its natural resources for many years.  However, investment in research and 
development are required to plant the seeds for the technologies, products, and services of tomorrow. 
PRIME is dedicated to designing cleaner energy platforms for its customers in an effort to promote an 
environmentally sustainable future. 

This commitment would be established to provide a capital funding source for any future customer programs 
and/or services that the City Council may elect to research and develop. There is a tremendous need in 
our community to stimulate and invest in distributed energy resource development that increases grid 
reliability and promotes environmental sustainability. Council will play a central role in defining the PRIME 
programs research and development priorities as it makes decisions with respect to the size and distribution 
of those resources. Programmatic research and development funding may be used for initiatives ranging 
from demand response rebate programs to energy efficiency services.  

Strategic Infrastructure Investment Reserve (Commitment) 

This reserve policy establishes a Commitment for Strategic Infrastructure 
Investment equal to an amount calculated as fifteen percent (15%) of the 
projected annual operating revenues of the Pico Rivera Innovative Municipal Energy 
(PRIME) Enterprise Fund. 

This commitment would be established to provide capital funding for any future infrastructure projects that 
would allow PRIME to increase the amount and/or type of energy provided.  For example, PRIME could 
partner with Lancaster Choice Energy (LCE) to build a solar power generating plant. 

Appropriations from the Rate Stabilization, Research and Development, and Strategic Infrastructure 
Investment commitments can only be made by formal City Council action (i.e., resolution appropriating use 
of these reserve funds). 

Assigned Funds 

Assigned funds describe the portion of the PRIME Enterprise Fund reserves that reflect the use of 
resources by the Pico Rivera City Council intended to provide a means and source of funding for various 
near-term and long-term needs. 

This policy grants authority to assign funds to the Director of Finance.  Assignment of reserves may be 
modified by the Director of Finance as part of the annual budget process. Use of assigned funds requires 
formal action by the City Council to appropriate funds in the appropriate account. 

Specifically, this reserve policy establishes assignments for the following short-term and long-term needs, 
at the various levels specified: 

• Cash Flow/Cash Advance Reserve (5% of revenue) 
• Economic Uncertainty Reserve (10% of revenue) 

Additional assignments can and will be made by the Director of Finance as part of the preparation of 
the annual budget for the PRIME Enterprise Fund operation. 

Cash Flow/Cash Advance (Assignment) 



 
 

 

An assignment fund will be created that is equal to ten percent (10%) of the 
projected revenue of the Pico Rivera Innovative Municipal Energy (PRIME) 
Enterprise Fund. 

Generally, appropriations and access to these Assigned funds will be reserved for situations where, due 
to cash flow timing issues, it is necessary to find sources of non-operating revenue in order to pay for 
operational needs of PRIME.   This Assignment is to be utilized only in extreme circumstances where 
normal cash flow does not allow for payment of ongoing operating costs from operating revenue. 

Economic Uncertainty Reserve (Assignment) 

An assignment fund will be created that is equal to ten percent (10%) of the 
projected revenue of the Pico Rivera Innovative Municipal Energy (PRIME) 
Enterprise Fund. 

Generally, appropriations and access to these Assigned funds will be reserved for emergency situations. 
Examples of such emergencies include, but are not limited to: 

• Reduction in revenue equal to or greater than 20% of adopted PRIME Enterprise Funds 
revenues in a given fiscal year 

• An unplanned, major, catastrophic event such as a natural disaster requiring expenditures 
over 10% of PRIME Enterprise Fund adopted appropriations in a given fiscal year 

• Unfunded and/or unpredictable State or Federal legislative or judicial mandates 
• Any other unforeseen event that causes the City to expend funds in excess of 5% of PRIME 

Enterprise Fund adopted appropriations in a given fiscal year 

Unassigned Funds 

The PRIME Enterprise Fund may have net resources in excess of what is classified in one of the 
Commitments or Assignments described above.  This amount is presented as the Unassigned Fund 
Balance amount. 

This policy dictates that any amount of fund balance will be classified as “unassigned” after funding the 
various Committed and Assigned reserves made in accordance with the preceding sections. This policy 
allows for “unassigned” funds and places no specific restrictions on their use; except that these funds be 
maintained and used for the purpose of the enterprise itself. 

Use of Resources  

In circumstances when an expenditure is made for a purpose for which amounts are available in multiple 
fund balance classifications, the order of allocation of these available funds is first restricted, second 
committed, third assigned and lastly unassigned amounts. 

Replenishment of Committed and/or Assigned Reserves  

In keeping with the principles discussed in this policy, when either Committed or Assigned funds are 
utilized for their specific, intended purposes, or the levels fall below the policy levels as described and set 
forth herein, the City Council will develop a reserve replenishment plan to return the various reserves to 
their policy levels.  This plan will seek to return the Committed and/or Assigned reserves to their policy 
levels within one (1) to three (3) years, per City Council direction. Furthermore, unassigned funds will be 
first utilized to maintain and/or return the Committed and/or Assigned reserves to their policy levels.  


